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Abstract: The European Union (EU) is confronted with too low a share of inland rail freight transport.
The implementation of two-sided online exchanges for rail-road freight transport could increase this
share. However, such exchanges focusing on the EU market are mainly designed for single modes of
transport. Their matching of supply and demand for multimodal services, especially including rail,
is still in its infancy. This paper applies a maturity growth framework to speed up the implementation
of such multimodal online exchanges. The framework integrates insights from industrial organization
theory, platform economy theory, and maturity growth theory. Online exchanges, summarized in
a new taxonomy, are compared to study their practices on matching supply with demand on the
exchange, especially for multimodal services. Data is collected from case studies, exchange websites
and semi-structured interviews. The analysis shows the emergence of new market actors and business
models, including digital freight forwarders. These offer a variety of transport mode solutions for EU
inland and EU related global freight transport. Maturity in matching supply and demand appears to
result from clear objectives to provide benefits to the exchange participants, notably by digitizing the
data for transaction completion and providing real time support for operational issues. In this context
of rising online exchanges, especially in road and global multimodal transport (air, ocean, and road),
the competition to capture a fragmented freight market seems to steadily increase. A similar maturity
analysis of exchanges could not be found.
Keywords: multimodal freight transport; online exchange platform; matching supply and
demand; maturity

1. Introduction
Rail freight transport in the EU-28 countries has been facing challenges in increasing its market
share in terms of transport volume since 2011 (18.7% in 2011, 18.0% in 2018 in EU inland freight
transport) [1]. This conflicts with the European Union (EU) white paper policy goals to shift 30% of the
long-distance road freight transport beyond 300 km to multimodal transport by 2030 and more than
50% by 2050. Consequently, the freight transportation service industry has to innovate itself in order to
become more sustainable. One way to do that is to introduce digital service platforms [2].
A special subset of digital platforms concerns two-sided multimodal online exchanges,
linking service providers at one side (supply) with service consumers at the other side (demand).
Such exchanges in other network industries typically facilitate the efficient and smooth matching of
supply of and demand for the industries’ services. Thus, lessons learned from network industries inside
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and outside the freight transport sector can be helpful in conceptualizing and implementing multimodal
online freight transport exchanges (called FTE from here on) for contributing to a sustainable growth
of rail transport by integrating it with road transport.
The implementation of such FTEs is complex, due to the uncertainty on how they will affect
the structure and performance of the freight transportation industry. This uncertainty is due to the
involvement of multiple stakeholders that often have competing business interests and are required
to collaborate on the online exchange by sharing information, their benefits, and risks. Industrial
organization theory [3] in this regard claims that (de)regulation and technological innovation are change
drivers influencing the market structure, the behavior, and the performance of network industries.
Research shows that the implementation of FTEs requires intensive collaboration between stakeholders,
based on an balanced business model with benefits for both sides [4–7].
Conceptualizing and implementing such an approach is a gradual and complex process following
different stages of transition [8]. For understanding this process, a basic maturity framework for online
exchanges was presented in [9]. The framework was based on a study of characteristics of various
network industries (capacity management, transport services, infrastructural and market conditions,
regulation, etc.) (see also [10]). Although the analysis focused on the coping with regulatory topics
that can possibly improve rail freight integration in multimodal freight transport, among others it
was also concluded that for multimodality the standardization of products is essential. A further
elaborated version of the maturity framework, is labelled as the Online Exchange Maturity Framework
(OEMF) and described in [11]. The framework is based on the idea of maturity growth of involved
firms, inspired by the Capability Maturity Model [8].
The basic maturity framework in [9] was applied for comparing online exchanges for rail
freight transport services, with online exchanges of network industries with similar characteristics,
notably electricity, gas, long distance passenger rail transport and urban public transport. Both road and
rail FTEs in the EU turned out to be less mature than online exchanges in other industries, as their current
practices are limited to only connecting the two sides of the FTEs (e.g., shippers to carriers) for their
respective modes. This does not fulfil the definition of an exchange, which assumes that the two sides
come together for also a smooth process of price discovery [12] and contracting [10,11]. Consequently,
the continuous and strong demand for low-cost mode integration in freight transportation [13,14],
that is dynamically affected by changing external circumstances (e.g., pandemic crises, environmental
restrictions, or geo-political tensions), is not satisfactorily fulfilled. Especially cross-border freight
transport business requires extensive coordination between multiple actors for freight handling,
customs, security, and insurance at various stages [15]. Since the previously studied online exchanges
do not appear to yet solve key challenges of organizing multimodal freight transport, this paper
explores how online exchanges in other freight transportation industries to bring the matching of
supply and demand of multimodal services to a higher level of performance. The paper applies the
aforementioned OEMF to answer the following two research questions (RQ):
RQ1: What is the state of online exchanges in the freight transportation industry regarding
matching of services for (a) single mode transport and (b) multimodal transport?
RQ2: What learnings can be drawn on maturity of these exchanges regarding the mechanisms for
matching of supply and demand, especially for multimodal freight transport services?
RQ1 thus explores the landscape of online exchanges in the freight transportation industry,
whereas RQ2 assesses their performance to learn for the future development of such exchanges.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical framework that is used
for studying the implementation of online exchanges. Next, Section 3 discusses the methods applied,
within this framework, to answer the two research questions presented above. Section 4 presents the
results of the analyses and Section 5 deals with conclusions and a discussion.
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2. Theoretical Framework
2.1. Definition of Online Exchanges in Freight Transport
Many definitions of online exchanges can be found in literature [16]. This research adopted
the definition that an online exchange, operating as a third party, applies a matching mechanism to
bring buyers (demand side) and sellers (supply side) together in a virtual place (platform). Here,
they interactively negotiate an acceptable price for a product or service at a given time on a dynamic
basis [12] and on finalization of the transaction a binding contract is organized by the online exchange
based on this price discovery mechanism [10,11].
In the context of freight transport, the demand side of the freight transport exchange (FTE),
relates to shippers and the supply side to carriers. Both are considered as participants on the FTE.
Presently, freight forwarders and other businesses in the supply chain increasingly tend to participate
on the demand side of the online exchanges. Moreover, the rise of a new market entrant in the logistics
market can be observed. These are the “Digital freight forwarders” (DFFs), which, similar to FTEs,
also offer benefits to the aforementioned participants through matching [17]. Both the FTE and DFF
should be considered as a subset of online exchanges. Since there are similarities but also significant
differences in their business models and services, this paper develops a new taxonomy in Section 4 for
the purpose of comparing the online exchanges. Such a taxonomy was not found in the literature till
now. When not mentioned otherwise, this paper uses the term “online exchange” as a generic term
while referring to both taxonomies in the freight transport industry.
2.2. The Online Exchange Maturity Framework Applied
To learn about maturity of practices of online exchanges regarding matching of demand and
supply, the theoretical framework OEMF is applied. Here, only a brief summary of the OEMF will be
discussed (see for more details: [11]). The framework, as shown in Figure 1, builds upon three theories:
industrial organization theory, platform economy theory, and maturity growth theory.
From industrial organization theory two ideas have been adopted for the OEMF. The first idea is
that of structure-conduct-performance linkages [3] for understanding behavior and performance of
practices of online exchanges, within the current market structure and its context (e.g., state of regulation
and technological innovation). A practice is a set of related activities that contribute to the effective
implementation of an exchange’s key processes. The second idea is that due to path-dependency
an understanding of past behavior is important for improving insights on current behavior and
assessing the present capabilities of industries. This idea is stressed in e.g., the industry dynamics
framework [18,19]. Online exchanges must continuously develop and improve practices based on the
following three types of capabilities in order to grow in maturity [18]:
i.

ii.

iii.

Market related capabilities concerning the capability to make strategic decisions regarding the
exchange’s development, e.g., its market focus and the definition of products and services, that are
driven from market requirements;
Operational capabilities concerning the capability to achieve prerequisites (e.g., standardization
of processes and business policies, learning, training) and implement strategic decisions for
coordinating business related activities, both within the exchange and outside the exchange,
e.g., with external partners;
Technical capabilities concerning the capability to innovate and better support customers in the
market, e.g., in terms of facilitating transactions.

These three types of capabilities are needed to perform practices related to the key processes of
the online exchange. These so called key process areas (KPAs) are indicated in Figure 1 as the market
related KPA, the operational KPA and the technical KPA. Since the change above referred to is a
complex process, a brief overview of the number of online exchanges in the industry and their level of
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performance, can be supportive in understanding the states of online exchanges in terms of level of
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(critical mass) on the exchange [21,24], notably by gaining trust in the markets [22]. This relates to the
lowest maturity level in the OEMF, labelled as create. Online exchanges by definition have to fulfil
this basic requirement, but differ in the degree to which they are successful in this. The challenge in
the present analysis is to learn from online exchanges with higher maturity levels, that is either at the
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(iv) Key processes: online exchanges can take off when they have organized sufficient liquidity
(critical mass) on the exchange [21,24], notably by gaining trust in the markets [22]. This relates to the
lowest maturity level in the OEMF, labelled as create. Online exchanges by definition have to fulfil
this basic requirement, but differ in the degree to which they are successful in this. The challenge in
the present analysis is to learn from online exchanges with higher maturity levels, that is either at
the curate level (requiring next to liquidity a high matching quality and ensuring balance in service
consumption on both sides of exchange) or at the cultivate level (that adds systematic efforts to innovate
for expanding to new markets). Since the create level of maturity represents a basic maturity, it is not
relevant for the selection as it offers no potential learnings for reaching a higher maturity.
The application of these selection criteria enables to select a representative sample to answer RQ1
understanding the current state of online exchanges in the freight transportation industry. The selection
of unrestricted online exchanges is presented in Table 1. In addition, Table 2 presents the selection
of private online exchanges (referring to the above discussed selection criterion ‘type of operator’;
consortia were not found) that were also explored in relation to RQ1.
The unrestricted online exchanges included in Table 1 also serve as the sample of exchanges for
performing the more in-depth maturity assessment aimed at in RQ2.
3.2. Data Collection
Different methods were applied for data collection. Using the criteria described in Section 3.1 in
relation to RQ1, a review of scientific literature was performed for finding online exchanges in the
freight transport industry, both for single mode and multimodal services [2,17,26]. Further, different
sources on benchmarks were explored for finding these exchanges e.g., market reports, reported case
studies [27–29] and research databases (such as Crunchbase.com) on firms were consulted to cross
check the data from the literature. Together with information collected in previous interviews [9],
this enabled to apply a snowballing strategy to create a representative population for answering RQ1.
In relation to RQ2, additional data was needed to enable an assessment of maturity levels
of practices of the sample of online exchanges. Therefore, more in-depth data was retrieved from
their websites and reported cases were studied. Evidently, one has to be aware of the fact that
information offered on websites might not fully match with the actual situation; however, since our
research focuses on understanding general trends in the emerging online exchanges and their business
models, this quality of information is considered acceptable. The semi-structured interviews that were
organized with experts and stakeholders in selected exchanges, with much knowledge about the
sampled exchanges, are assumed supportive in compensating the possible lower data quality.
The semi-structured interviews focused on the interviewees’ opinion on differences between
FTEs and DFFs, in terms of benefits, challenges, requirements, and expectations. Further, aims and
requirements on cooperation between rail and road for their business and on online exchanges were
explored. These interviews included closed and open questions. The closed questions notably served
a face validity check on the patterns emerging from the analysis of website information and written
documents. The open questions allowed us to gain new insights and opinions of the interviewees on
opportunities and threats for online exchanges in the freight transportation industry [30]. The choice
of interviewees aimed to find experts with a clear system view and with a deep understanding of
emerging developments based on different perspectives and experiences. Such experts in practice are
scarce. They were representatives in Europe from a rail freight carrier (1), a global shipper (1), a road
transport association (an online exchange expert) (1), an intermodal freight forwarding firm (1), and an
enterprise involved in technological innovation for logistics services in multimodal transport (1).
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Table 1. Online Exchanges (digital freight forwarders and freight transport exchanges, Type of operator = unrestricted) for single transport mode and multimodal
services operating in EU, and offering unrestricted access to customers. Authors depiction based on [2,17,26–28], Crunchbase.com and interviews.
Name of
Exchange/Head
Office/Website

DFF/FTE

Multimodal or Single
Mode/(for Profit, Owns Asset:
Y/N)/Market Focus

Lead, Total
Investors

Founded

Funding
(Million)

Geographical
Focus

Liquidity
K = 1000,
M = 1000 K

Mode Based Product
(Commodity Unit)

Freightos, US
www.freightos.com

FTE

Multimodal, (Yes, No),
Logistics industry,
freight forwarders

5, 12

2012

$92.7

(Possibly)
Worldwide

8 M quotes, 75+
Freight forwarders

Ocean, Air and Road,
Multimodal 1 . LCL,
FCL boxes/pallets

Flexport, US
www.flexport.com

DFF

Multimodal, (Yes, Yes),
Supply chain customers

4, 6

2013

$1300

Worldwide

10 K logistic teams

Ocean, Air, Road/LCL,
FCL

Forto, Germany
www.forto.de

DFF

Multimodal, (Yes, No),
Supply chain customers

4, 9 2

2016

$53

Europe, Asia

1.5 K customers

Ocean, Air, Rail 3 ,
Multimodal/LCL, FCL

Cargo.one, Germany
www.cargone.com

FTE

Single, (Yes, No), B2B
International freight
forwarders and air carriers

2, 3 4

2017

$3.2

Worldwide

>300 freight
forwarding
customers

Air, Shipment pieces
from 1 Kg to 10 tons

Sennder, Germany
www.sennder.com

DFF

Single, (Yes, No),
Shippers and carriers

3, 10

2015

$100

Europe

>7.5 K Trucks

Road, FTL

Cargonexx, Germany
www.cargonexx.com

DFF

Single, (Yes, Yes), Shippers and
carriers (spot) in refrigerated
and dangerous goods

n.a.

2016

$6

Europe

>K firms

Road, FTL, Pallets

InstaFreight, Germany
www.InstaFreight.com

DFF

Single, Yes, Yes, B2B shippers
and carriers

1, 1

2016

$8

EU

>0 K carriers
>40 K orders

Road 5 /FTL and Pallets

Notes: 1 : Intermodal (ocean and rail) between Shanghai-Los Angeles-Chicago but not in Europe, 2 : includes Lufthansa Cargo, 3 : Between China and Europe, 4 : includes Maersk, 5 : piece
goods consolidated by DFF. Abbreviations: Y/N: Yes/No, n.a. Not Available, FCL (Full Container Load), LCL (Less than a Container Load), FTL (Full Truck Load).
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Table 2. Private online exchanges (digital freight forwarders and freight exchanges) for single transport mode and multimodal operating in EU; belonging to
incumbents. Authors’ depiction based on [2,17,26–28].
Name of Exchange/Location/Website

DFF/FTE

Owner

Founded

Funding

Geographical Focus

Liquidity
K = 1000

Product (Commodity Unit)

Drive4Schenker, Germany,
D4s.dbschenker.com

FTE

DB Schenker

2017

n.a.

Europe

5K loads/day

Road/ FTL and LTL

mykN, Switzerland,
www.kn-portal.com

DFF

Kuehne +
Nagel

2018

n.a.

Worldwide

n.a.

Ocean, Air 2 / FCL (Ocean),
Packets (Ocean)

Twill, Denmark,
www.twill.net

DFF

Maersk

2013

n.a.

Worldwide

n.a.

Ocean, Barge, Road, rail/
Containers

LOADS TODAY, Austria,
www.lkw-walter.com

FTE

LKW Walter

2016

n.a.

Europe

n.a.

Road, FTL, combined traffic

Traigo, Germany,
Traigo.com

FTE

VTG AG

2020 1

n.a.

Europe

n.a.

Rail/Wagon

Saloodo!,Germany
www.saloodo.com

Both 3

DHL

2016

n.a.

35 countries 4

12 K carriers,
30 K shippers

Road/ FTL, LTL, Partial

Notes: 1 : launch, 2 : price and time sensitive cargo, 3 : No assets, 4 : Europe + Africa. Abbreviations: LTL (Less than a Truck Load).
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3.3. Analysis
In order to answer RQ1, a comparative analysis of the business models of the online exchanges
included in Table 1 was made, as well as for the private exchanges included in Table 2 as far as
information could be found on these. The comparison resulted in a first shift between multimodal
exchanges (FTEs and DFFs) and single mode exchanges (FTEs and DFFs), as indicated in the tables.
For RQ2, the analyses of selected online exchanges particularly focused on the heuristics and the role of
technical innovation for the matching of supply and demand on online exchanges. Required information
was based on the scarce literature available on this topic [2,17,26], market reports, case studies [27–29],
along with information from performed interviews that aimed at corroborating and complementing
the information from other sources. The related practices of the selected exchanges were assessed
in terms of maturity Levels 1 (create), Level 2 (curate), and Level 3 (cultivate), following the OEMF.
Refinements and new additions for the framework were documented.
The details of the analyses are further described in Section 4.
4. Results
Section 4.1 first discusses the findings for the analysis related to RQ1. The focus is on the current
state of the freight transport industry regarding online exchanges. In line with the OEMF, the overview
focuses on which and how online exchanges bring the matching of supply and demand to a higher
level (in single mode transport and multimodal transport). Further, if so, any significant differences
in their business models are made visible. Next, Section 4.2 answers RQ2, by focusing on the key
learnings for rail freight based on a maturity assessment of the selected online exchanges.
4.1. RQ1
The unrestricted exchanges in Table 1 are the main focus of the analysis. The private online
exchanges in Table 2 are merely briefly overviewed to understand the current state of the industry.
We first study the unrestricted online exchanges in Table 1, i.e., Freightos (multimodal FTE),
Forto and Flexport (multimodal DFFs), Cargo.one (Aviation FTE), InstaFreight, Cargonexx, and Sennder
(Road DFFs). These FTEs and DFFs, for single mode European inland transport (air, road) and
multimodal transport (mainly ocean, air, and road) focusing on global/international transport, have been
launched as start-ups and developed up to a relatively stable operational level. Hence, they confirm
the emergence of online exchanges in the past decade.
In line with industrial organization theory, competition amongst them can be observed, with each
exchange focusing on its specific niche [31], e.g., Forto is a vertically integrated freight forwarding
platform with key focus in rail services currently relating to transport between China and Europe [32].
Freightos as a marketplace is the only exchange that sends price signals (global container freight
index) on the market (e.g., on the Baltic exchange) [33]. From Table 1, it is also apparent that these
online exchanges have developed an observable strategy of investments [29]. Such investments can
be considered as an indicator of (potential increase in) their market share [2]. Market observation in
this regard also confirms that the innovation in ICT (information and communication technologies)
associated with the rise of exchanges is manifest as a change driver, since today more than hundreds of
such exchanges (FTE and DFFs) as start-ups exist worldwide [31]. To our knowledge, these are mainly
focused on road, ocean, air, and barge. The multimodal exchange Forto additionally also focuses on
rail. The only unrestricted rail exchange we came across closed in 2018. The majority of them operate in
the USA and Asia, whereas increasing numbers are observed in Europe, especially dominated by those
in Germany [2]. Competition especially in road transport (FTE and DFFs), and ocean and multimodal
transport (ocean, air, road) DFFs is increasing [2].
Regarding the business models, partly made visible in Table 1, the analysis starts with the FTEs that
match the definition of online exchanges as discussed earlier in the paper e.g., [12] (notably Freightos,
Cargo.one). It is evident that these are profit-based firms. The FTEs focus on fast matching and booking
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online. Further, they provide multiple value added services, including providing visibility of transport
operations in real time (e.g., through track and trace, documentation of events etc.). This implies that
all data and information exchange between participants is also digitized on the exchange. In contrast,
the rise of DFFs has a base in the activities performed by traditional freight forwarders [17]. These DFFs
are influencing the dynamics in the market by adding value e.g., in organizing complete transport
and offering personalized online support services to complete the transport operations for which the
contract was finalized on their exchange [26]. However, in terms of owning transport capacity/assets,
the boundary between FTE and DFF remains fuzzy [17]. Some researchers consider DFFs similar to
FTEs, assuming that they do not own transport assets/capacities and seek the required support from
their partners [26] e.g., currently Sennder and Forto. This contradicts the fact that some DFFs were
found that own assets/capacities for supporting urgent demands in transport operations, e.g., Flexport
(aircrafts), Cargonexx (trailers), and InstaFreight (trucks) [12,17]. Thus, the boundaries between FTEs
and DFFs remain fluid. The argument as to why DFFs, with or without assets, should be considered as
a different taxonomy than FTEs was provided in the interviews. It was mentioned by interviewees (i)
that ensuring services for completing entire transportation operation as finalized in a contract is a part
of the forwarder service (which is considered as a major distinctive characteristic) and (ii) that, due to
this, DFFs fully act as freight forwarders following the standard terms and conditions required by the
German freight forwarders [34], in line with the German commercial code [35]. This also explains the
lack of complete clarity about the DFFs as each DFF may focus on a certain type of freight forwarding
business (road DFFs on unique customers in EU, international ones on global shippers, etc.).
The technology innovation is primarily focused on ICT applications. Both the FTEs and DFFs
facilitate transactions on the exchange, notably matching, contract finalization and payments for
contracts, using innovative matching algorithms, and implementing various ICT applications (e.g., those
enabling interfaces between supply and demand side on the exchange; to be discussed in Section 4.2 in
relation to the practices). This innovation can be considered as a disruption in the market because it
enables exchanges to create a niche market within the highly fragmented industry that is potentially
worth billions of Euros [29], effectively answering the demand for low cost services [13,14]. This was
also confirmed in interviews. New impacts are created by coordinating activities essential for matching
(e.g., the sales process to finalize price and transport services in contracts including clearance,
customs clearance, insurance, and brokerage). Moreover, they enable the shifting of traditional
interactions taking place between participants (firms) bilaterally, to the exchange, making the exchange
the central market place [20–22]. In other words: the existing coordinating processes via fragmented
ICT systems, are replaced by a centrally organized and integrated process on the exchange. Through
(big data) analytics of real time data, insights are offered regarding possibilities to reduce inefficiencies
in transport operations [36].
Platform economy theory argues that often a series of small incremental system changes initially
does not appear as a threat to many market actors and is not challenging the dominant institutional
framework [17,24,37]. Consequently, the majority of shippers, carriers, and freight forwarders seem
to react to the emergence of the online exchanges by systematically trying to integrate FTEs and
DFFs in their own daily business after gaining some experience with such new exchanges [2,26,27].
Apart from shippers, carriers, and freight forwarders, business companies with regional and global
supply chains also increasingly participate in the exchange [2,26]. Interviewees confirmed these
developments, but nevertheless stressed that the level of adoption varies from low active use of an
exchange (e.g., using it as a last resort for organizing empty returns) to some going for full adoption
(e.g., for organizing supply chains on the exchange). The views of interviewees converge regarding
further potential for disruption through the data and customer centric focus, e.g., differences in opinion
exist whether machine learning algorithms can enable understanding relationships between demand
and supply side for personalized service, which in turn can be based on neural networks using artificial
intelligence for increasing predictive intelligence [38].
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Finally, such a disruption currently appears to be limited to multimodal (ocean, air, road) and
road online exchanges. Those dedicated to rail freight transportation and inland waterways were not
found. With the exception of services from Forto, no real coordination and integration of services for
rail freight transportation in the EU on exchanges could be observed. However, in interviews, it was
considered to be a possible future.
The observed overall structure of different business models in different freight transport modes is
presented in Figure 3. Based on this figure, it makes sense (at least for the intended analysis in this
paper) to include DFFs in the definition of exchange.
In regard to private online exchanges (Table 2), interviewees stressed that many incumbent freight
forwarders (e.g., DBSchenker and DHL) are also offering services as a kind of online exchange [2].
Moreover, these incumbents tend to act as financial investors, investing high sums in unrestricted
exchanges, possibly in search for potential and better returns [17,37]. Examples are Maersk’s investment
in Forto and Lufthansa Cargo’s investment in Cargo.one (although here being a minor financial
investor). These investments in start-ups that strive for a radical innovation [2,37] seem to indicate a
good understanding of the (changing) market’s need for multimodality, standardization, and improved
matching
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4.2. RQ2: Key Learnings Based on OEMF
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to a higher level. The analysis enables us to learn lessons for designing multimodal online exchange
using rail and road that are effective in improving the share of rail freight in the EU.
4.2. RQ2: Key Learnings Based on OEMF
The second research question aims to learn from differences in maturity of unrestricted online
exchanges in Table 1. The assessment focusses on the performance of the exchanges’ practices,
mainly regarding the matching of demand and supply for single mode and especially multimodal
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Freightos aims at global companies and small businesses since “online sales and automation for
the trillion-dollar freight industry is non existent”;
Flexport aims to be the only one that “connects all the parties in global trade–importers,
exporters, trucking companies, ocean carriers, airlines, customs agencies, port terminals–
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through matching and finalizing the entire chain of transport services. Benefits can relate to economic,
social, and environmental welfare. Data for such benefits were found with respect to process efficiency
(interpreted as economic benefits) and other economic gains. The social benefits, especially in road
exchanges relates to reducing empty returns. Few exchanges in addition also explicitly set goals for
environmental benefits (e.g., Sennder). Data regarding proposed benefits can be found on exchange
websites, but unlike for other network industries (e.g., power exchanges in the energy industry) these
are not publicly available over regular periods to prove the claimed benefits.
Table 3. Benefits and aims of the selected online exchanges.
Exchange/Mode

Benefit Type

Proposed Benefit

Mission, Vision

Freightos [40]
Multimodal, FTE

Economic 1

Deliver immediate
freight prices, easy
switching between
logistics providers

Frictionless trade: SaaS-Enabled Marketplace
model, helping leading logistics automate
their internal freight rate management,
pricing/routing, and business intelligence.
Using same technology for the supply side

Flexport [41]
Multimodal, DFF

Economic 1

2.5 h effort per week for
each shipment

The operating system for global trade.
One platform to manage everything

Forto [42]
Multimodal, DFF

Economic

35,000 Euro/year 2

We harmonize technology and logistical
know-how in a powerful way.

Cargo.one [43]
Single mode, FTE, Air

Economic 1

39 s booking process
time as time to customers

To change the air freight industry

Sennder [44]
Single Mode, DFF, Road

Social, Economic

Reduce 20% empty Kms
2019: Total 185,000 Kms

Moving trucks (full truck load) with the
power of data and automation to unlock
endless capacity and unparalleled quality

Cargonexx [45]
Single Mode, DFF, Road

Economic 1

Weekly payments for
carriers ensured

Support of European truck logistics in
digitalization process to make the world a
little bit better. We stand for state-of-the-art
technologies, networking,
fairness, transparency

InstaFreight [46]
Single Mode, DFF, Road

Economic 3

20–40 min saved per
carrier and transport.
Cost (shipper)

We transport logistics into the digital age and
become the leading provider for road freight
in Europe

Source: Data from websites of respective exchanges. Notes: 1 : Process efficiency, 2 : by switching from traditional
forwarder to Forto, 3 : Financial and process efficiency.

Based on the information on their websites [40–46], a systematic process of steering on strategic
choices appears to exist and is reflected in their current goals. To be more precise:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Freightos aims at global companies and small businesses since “online sales and automation for
the trillion-dollar freight industry is non existent”;
Flexport aims to be the only one that “connects all the parties in global trade–importers, exporters,
trucking companies, ocean carriers, airlines, customs agencies, port terminals–through a single,
secure cloud-based platform”;
Forto aims at “gaining control over the entire supply chain”;
Cargo.One offers a process of “dynamic pricing with a click of button” in air transport;
Sennder aims to “fast forward road logistics into digitalization” e.g., “by offering shippers access
to our connected fleet”;
Cargonexx aims at “connecting all market players, to reduce inefficiencies and empty runs through
technology thus saving time and money”;
InstaFreight aims for reliability, quality, efficiency (e.g., “Attractive prices due to automated
processes”) and transparency.

A direct setting of environmental goals e.g., reducing CO2 emissions could not be found and
appears to be a by-product e.g., from facilitating a better utilization of capacity (Forto, Sennder,
Cargonexx). It appears that such a goal is dependent on the requirements of shippers. An example
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is IKEA, which has set goals on reduction of its carbon footprint by aiming at a model shift to
reduce congestion, improve road safety, and to improve the work–life balance of truck drivers [47].
Nevertheless, some focus in favor of environmental goals could be found, e.g., Flexport recommends
a donation per ton of carbon emissions to customers, which is then invested in sustainable projects
to offset the emission. Carbon emission calculators offer the ability to search for environmentally
friendly ways for transporting [48]. Regulatory requirements in international air and ocean transport
are strictly defined. Strategic goals are thus currently primarily aligned to optimizing benefits for
customers and compliance to regulatory requirements, and secondarily and in only a few cases to
environmental goals.
Thus, with regard to strategic management practices, multimodal FTEs, multimodal DFFs,
single mode FTE (for aviation), and DFFs (for road) are all at maturity Level 3.
(b) The “Product and service design” practice relates to the strategic decisions of exchanges
to continually increase their responsiveness towards market requirements. This implies organizing
product and service specifications as the basis for value adding interactions to increasingly facilitate
the matching between supply and demand, notably with regard to multimodal transport services.
The practice performance can be measured by the average reduction in transaction costs per participant
over all products and services since the last period.
Table 4 provides an overview of all products and services of the online exchanges. Public data on
this indicator over a time period could not be found. Therefore, the analysis relies on the information
regarding the underlying causes for occurrence of such costs as proxy indicator. These often relate
to business processes, e.g., search costs for finding the right carrier or shipper and other aspects of
services [49]. Details on such causes could be found on exchange websites and are mentioned in Table 4
under the heading of transaction costs.
Table 4. Exchange products and services.
Transaction Costs,
Average Reduction 1

Product and Service Description

Freightos

3 days manual search cost 2

Small business importers: Instant comparison for air, ocean, and trucking
freight quotes, balance of price and transit time from reliable forwarders
and carriers
FBA: Visibility and control across shipment–palletization in container and
labelling using an app-like solution. Customer service, document
management for shipment
Individual supply chain: instant freight rate index for market comparison is
made available

Flexport

35% shipment cost through
ocean match 3
1–2 months instead of 3–6
for insurance claims 4

Logistics: FCL, LCL, Ocean Match (best match to optimize container
capacity) and Track and Trace. Air service to individual supply chain
providers, fast transit services. Road: Integrated in the supply chain service
Trade and financial services: Customer brokerage, trade related compliance.
Supply chain services: Carbon neutral transport on demand. API: Data
integration with the exchange

30% of administrative time,
15% cost of the total
costs/transport

Logistics solutions: Ocean (Long term contracts, spot via Maersk),
Air (Spot contracts) 5 , Multimodal (Using FCL and LCL). Rail: Between
Europe and Asia 6
Supply Chain: Order Management: 24X7 operational status, data analysis.
Individual services: Clearance, customs, Container consolidation,
Warehousing, FBA. E-commerce (Order rates, tracking, order management
etc.). Integration of data through APIs (application interfaces)

Booking time down to 39 s

Booking for freight forwarders in spot market 7 : View, compare, and book
quotes from 1 kg to 10 tons. Tracking is included.
Selling for Carriers: Selling capacity, overview and managing revenue by
dynamically changing rates
Data services: Market data access on product, price, and revenues

Exchange

Forto

Cargo.one
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Table 4. Cont.
Exchange

Transaction Costs,
Average Reduction 1

Product and Service Description

Sennder

Truck available for express
deliveries now within
180 min
Payment in 3 days
for carriers

Specialized transport for Shippers: Refrigerated goods for supply chains
(−30 deg C to +30 deg C) in Europe.
Express deliveries: Pallets and FTL. Special loads (custom size transport
with special equipment). Consumer goods industries with last minute
changes. E-commerce for specialized supply chain solutions. Same day
logistics (estimated time of arrival notified)
Carriers services: Automated shipment allocation, less empty Kms, planned
tours, fast payments. Insurance and maintenance services through partners

Cargonexx

Now weekly payment
to carriers

Shipper and carrier services: Tender and spot search with trusted
participants, with individual support.
Performance monitoring. Capacity focus on 40/12/7.5 ton capacity

InstaFreight

Delay (shippers). Now
98.4% on-time delivery)
20–40 min time for
documents (carriers)

Shipper and carrier services: B2B freight forwarder. Complete digitization
of pricing, booking, track and trace, and document handling

Source: Data from websites of included exchanges. Notes: 1 : As element of business process, 2 : Based on customer
experience, 3 : Saved offset is contributed to a project on reducing carbon emissions at carbonfund.org, 4 : For those
claims not organized by Flexport, 5 : IATA license to access partner network, 6 : No market information, 7 : As per
IATA regulations. Abbreviations: FBA: Fulfilment by Amazon, API: Application interface.

The analysis shows that all exchanges are B2B online exchanges. Further, careful decisions on
market focus (geographic areas, mode, industry focus, demand or supply side, horizontal or vertical,
etc.) and products/services (logistics services that are mode-based, transport commodity and supply
chain services) with sufficient product differentiation (e.g., full container load, less than a container load,
pallets, or specialized transports), have been made. Multimodal exchanges also provide individual
transport mode services based on customer requirements. Regarding modes, Forto was found to be the
only exchange that communicates the use of rail. Freightos organizes ocean and rail transport between
China and US but not in the EU.
Digitalized value-added services for quantitatively optimizing matching, and consequently also
customer efficiency, are more visible in the multimodal exchanges and aviation exchanges, possibly due
to higher standardization in containers, pallets, and box sizes. These become notably manifest in
additional services (customers, brokerages etc.), revenue management (Cargo.one), and most in the data
integration for managing the participants’ complete business. Road DFFs appear to fill in their value
added services in terms of document management, insurances, and, e.g., offering special equipment.
It appears that, for spot requests and for complete shipping throughout the whole supply chain over
long term, the exchanges aim at finding the price dynamically for the demand side. Only Cargonexx
explicitly used the word “Tender” in its products and services. In terms of performance, transaction
costs improvement appears to focus on search cost, booking cost, shipment cost (partly search cost),
post shipment costs, and administrative costs (payment, insurances, documentation). Thus, it appears
that benefits including reduction in average transaction cost by using the exchanges outweigh the
switching costs and transaction fee that is charged to the participants.
Given these observations, all multimodal online exchanges are evaluated at maturity Level 3,
basically since processes appear to be monitored, controlled, and optimized continuously over multiple
products (transport modes) for maximizing liquidity and optimizing capacity on the exchange.
The same appears to be the case for the aviation FTE but it does not offer multimodal services. Finally,
especially the data integration services in road DFFs currently do not appear to be offered at the same
extent as the multimodal ones. Therefore, the single mode FTE (for aviation) and DFFs (for road) are
assessed at maturity Level 2.
(c) “Subscription and product/service pricing” practice relates to decisions on pricing for the
products and services via subscription to the exchange, in order to balance the level of services offered
(for which participants would be ready to pay) with the demand for the service. The performance of
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the practice can be measured by change in frequency of rebates and incentives to the participants for
subscription. Rebates and incentives are not offered when balance is achieved.
None of the exchange websites appear to offer any rebates, which implies that apparently sufficient
liquidity, trust of participants, and consumption of services on both sides exists. Most exchanges appear
to continuously optimize their matching quality and training of the matching algorithms. The quality
is improved by mapping customer requirements, e.g., deduced from their subscription to the exchange.
The data training is supported by, e.g., machine learning. Multimodal FTE Freightos asks for the
number of shipments made annually, the type of freight (e.g., box, crates, pallets), the origins and
destinations for transport, and other services (e.g., customs).
Multimodal DFFs, such as Forto, take the potential participant through a series of multiple-choice
questions regarding the benefits they are seeking for, transportation modes used, source and destinations
of shipments, number of containers shipped, etc. It shows their ability of monitoring the process of
understanding participant requirements that is needed for balancing consumption. Such an observation
is not visible for Flexport and the aviation FTE. Road DFFs show varying levels of practices. Sennder asks
questions on language preferences, loading/unloading areas and whether the participant is a freight
forwarder. For others (InstaFreight, Cargonexx) this step is not visible. Finally, the exchanges appear
to charge per transaction, and no subscription costs (e.g., monthly, annually) for each product could be
found on the exchanges. Finally, Freightos differentiates the price for its services, e.g., a percentage of
the finalized transaction of participants and a fixed fee for adhoc (potential) participants for restricted
services (for bilateral contracts) [50]. All other exchanges appear to charge per transaction [2,26].
Therefore, the multimodal FTE is evaluated at maturity Level 3, whereas some multimodal DFFs
are at Level 2 but capable of moving to Level 3 (note that Flexport is assessed at Level 1). The aviation
FTE appears to be at Level 1, and road DFFs show varying levels, e.g., Sennder at Level 2 and others
Level 1.
(d) “Market and stakeholder management” practice relates to the process of strategic decision
making for engaging with different stakeholders (notably the participants, partners, and service
suppliers) before, during and after the matching process. The practice performance can be measured
by investment in communication through different channels. Information on investments was not
found. Alternatively, information on the exchanges’ websites on the choice of channels used for
communication might be used as a proxy.
All exchanges actively use different channels to engage and interact with stakeholders, especially
the participants, at different points of time. These channels include personal meetings, events, chats,
conferences, trainings, etc. Technological innovations for matching and improvement of transport
services, facilitates decision making on (new) partnerships (that are also digitally interfaced) required
for achieving and optimizing customer benefits. They have organized for track and trace services.
In terms of business model, regarding customer support services, they either choose to communicate
e.g., during transport operation themselves (e.g., Forto) or choose to outsource this to their partners
(e.g., Flexport). What is common is that they all have made the choice to support participants.
Concluding, the maturity level of all selected exchanges is assessed to be at Level 3.
(e) Market rules are based on strategic decisions regarding improving (i) matching quality and
balancing of the average consumption of products and services on both sides of the exchange, and (ii)
the governance to ensure no harm to participants or the exchange occurs. The practice performance
can therefore be measured by the increase in number of transactions on both sides and the transparency
on frauds as well as complaints (indirectly). Public data on such details were not found, but the
rules are mentioned in terms and conditions e.g., circumventing the exchange after initial contracts
on the exchange, using contract details outside the exchange, and audits by a third party regarding
the compliance to regulatory procedures and exchange rules. On the other side, exchanges also
communicate rules that they themselves must comply with (i.e., self-regulation).
The multimodal FTE Freightos’ way of working is in line with the maturity growth theory.
It organizes rules in its generic services agreement form, that is supportive in later standardizing,
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monitoring, and optimizing exchange operations. This implies e.g., the agreements are applied to
all the participants that use Freightos [51]. It enables Freightos to continuously audit and enforce
measures to curb non-conformances in its process and policy implementation in an efficient manner.
Multimodal DFFs define such rules in “terms of use” or “terms and condition” and “privacy policy”.
E.g., Flexport [52] requires participants to commit themselves to confidentiality of all information
involved in the supply chain, including the ports, which is not limited to price information only.
Forto mentions the compliance for GDPR regulations (EU’s General Data Protection Regulation, DSGVO
in German) [53] and other international rules to be followed while transferring data to its service
provider (notably Amazon Web Services). Further, the exchange also guarantees the participant’s rights
regarding data provision, data use, and the right to object. It shows that standards and policies on
behavior are set, but standardization in the industry is not yet visible. The aviation FTE in this respect
appears to be similar to the multimodal DFFs. Road DFFs’ market rules currently vary from each
other. E.g. InstaFreight and Cargonexx define standards and policies for the processes on the exchange
e.g., from registration to payment of services, insurance etc. [54,55]. Sennder defines standards along
the transport process that includes e.g., stillage, demurrage etc. [56]. Sennder discusses aspects of
physical delivery.
The conclusion is that the maturity of the multimodal FTE is assessed to be at Level 3, and all
others at Level 2.
(f) The “Design of algorithms” practice relates to the exchange’s process of making strategic choices
regarding the design of ICT-based algorithms for the matching of supply and demand. The performance
of the practice can be measured by the average time required to communicate a price signal to the
market. Such a regular communication builds trust and facilitates market competition [57].
Exchanges on their websites stress that matching and price discovery for the right transport partner
can be simplified, despite complexity in transport business. Moreover, understanding requirements of
participants on both sides is key. Multimodal FTE Freightos is the only exchange communicating a
price signal publicly (Freightos Baltic Index: Global Container Freight Index, on a daily and weekly
basis). This has opened gates for the use of freight derivatives by forwarders and carriers to hedge
underlying contracts or spot market purchases [58]. Further, Freightos offers the demand side a
possibility of dynamic change in selection criteria for services, which the matching algorithm then
automatically takes into consideration while performing the matching.
The multimodal DFFs currently appear to be focused on innovating, automating, and optimizing
their algorithms to generate a price for various offers (multimodal and single mode). The demand
side can choose to select (notably multimodal transport) offers manually. A price signal is not yet
communicated publicly to the market. Other auctions, mainly the reverse Dutch auctions (implying
that the demand side decides) and English auctions (implying that the supply side decides) can
be observed.
Aviation FTE Cargo.one, as mentioned before, aims to achieve “more transparency to the overall
market and enable freight forwarders to book freight on a specific flight at a specific dynamic price with
a simple click of a button”. This is indicative of price discovery. Cargo.one also presents an overview of
offers from the supply side to let the demand side to choose from. Further, it offers carriers a revenue
management service for their customers. The service includes offers based on the dynamic market
price information from Cargo.one in real-time (adjusted rates based on time to departure, capacity fill
rates etc.). Sennder and InstaFreight perform automatic matching but without communicating price
signals to the market. In all road DFFs, a shipper can demand a transport service within a certain
price range. The matching algorithm is designed to allocate a carrier to the shipper based on this
detail; the carriers, however, remain anonymous to the shippers until completion of the matching.
This underlines that trust in the matching algorithm to discover the price does exist.
Therefore, all exchanges focus on price discovery. The multimodal FTE Freightos, being the only
one communicating a price index in the market, is evaluated at maturity Level 3. Multimodal DFFs
(Flexport, Forto) and the aviation FTE (Cargo.one) offer functionalities based on price insights to their
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participants but do not send a public market signal yet, and are therefore evaluated at Level 2 but
being capable of moving to Level 3. Road DFFs are similarly assessed at Level 2 and capable of moving
to Level 3.
(g) The “Integration of adjacent markets” practice is about seeking higher benefits for participants
of the exchange by understanding their challenges outside the exchange and bringing new participants
on the exchange. Its performance can be measured in terms of the total investment in new projects
or the increase in the number of participants. Standardized public data was not found; however,
information on new markets e.g., in literature, market reports and new funding can be treated as
indicators of the level of maturity of this practice.
The multimodal FTE and DFFs have clearly broadened their orientation to adjacent markets
continuously focusing on participant requirements, e.g., by offering services to Amazon. For example,
FBA services (Fulfilment By Amazon) are services designed to support the prime users of
Amazon [59–61]. Amazon offers these services to sellers for storing their products in the fulfilment
(distribution) centers, then organize delivery to the prime customer of the sellers. This includes picking,
packing, shipping, and providing customer services on behalf of the sellers. The key to this success
appears to be on the ability to provide services to customers by organizing visibility and information in
the logistic processes through technological innovation such as artificial intelligence, machine learning
and digital document management [62]. Further, Freightos with its new services “Freightos data” has
entered into a new market of providing data to e.g., financial institutions like Reuters, Bloomberg etc.
It also made the strategic choice of acquiring and integrating the air freight bazaar India exchange
to expand Freightos’ access in the aviation market. The participants of the acquired exchange can
also access the Webcargo exchange for dynamic pricing [63]. Further, Forto also integrated Maersk’s
spot exchange in its ocean freight services [64]. Overall, the process for identifying, developing,
and continuously optimizing products and services for adjacent markets on the exchange appears
to exist.
The aviation FTE and the road DFFs show sufficient liquidity on their exchange but are focused
on learning new requirements from the (changing) market. In aviation, Cargo.one is clearly focused
on becoming global as more and more participants (carriers, and individual forwarders as well as
forwarding companies) on both sides are joining the FTE. A common regulation (notably IATA)
apparently facilitates this process. In road DFFs, Sennder joined Everoad (another DFF), that is active
in Europe (6500 carriers), calculating and displaying the cost of loads in real-time [65]. Such a process
of moving to adjacent markets was not found for InstaFreight and Cargonexx.
The conclusion is that the maturity level of these multimodal exchanges (FTE and DFFs) and road
DFF Sennder for this practice is assessed at maturity Level 3, whereas the aviation FTE and other road
DFFs are assessed at Level 2.
(h) The “Organization development” practice relates to the process of articulating intellectual rights
(patents for product design, computing models), implementing technical innovations (capturing and
analyzing data, new product designs) and creating the necessary human resources for developing
algorithms, organizing the best customer service, etc. The performance of this practice can be measured
e.g., by the total budget for funding for new technologies and resource acquisition. Data regarding
patents can be deduced from various market research databased. As a proxy indicator, the choice of
technology and talent has been used for maturity level assessment.
The choice of technology in exchanges includes SaaS, Google Analytics, Cloud computing,
Kubernetes ecosystem, artificial intelligence, and machine learning tools, which offer powerful
computing abilities [2,26–28]. It appears that this choice relates to 80% of the applications being
chosen as ‘off the shelf’ solutions. Hence, 20% of the applications need to be customized for the
business being focused on [66]. More importantly, this choice facilitates ease of integrating all partners’
and participants’ ICT systems without the need for programming for each interface individually.
For this, the exchanges choose for offering a development portal for APIs (application interface) [67].
In this way, large amounts of real time data between the exchange and its participants as well as
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partners can be transferred. This suggests a high maturity to share software codes in order to enable
interfacing with external systems. All multimodal FTEs and DFFs offer additional APIs to exchange
data with participants regarding e.g., freight estimates (Freightos), real time notifications (Forto),
booking, tracking, and invoicing (Flexport). The aviation FTE Cargo.one presents its stack showing
details on frontend, backend, and infrastructure being used for applying technical innovation in the
exchange functions. Such information for road DFFs was not found.
Regarding organizational forms, especially the multimodal exchanges organize cross-functional
team of experts to support their participants e.g., in tracking the operations until finalization.
The common focus of all exchanges with respect to talent recruitment currently appears to focus on
sales, product design, software engineering, customer experience, and finance. Road DFFs appear
to search for talent in machine learning and artificial intelligence. No mentioning of expertise on
APIs could be found. Apparently, interfacing with participants and partner ICT systems is not yet the
key focus.
Concluding, the multimodal FTE and DFFs, and the aviation FTE are evaluated at Level 3,
whereas road DFFs are at Level 2 but ready to move to Level 3.
4.2.2. Operational Practices
Operational practices are related to implementing the strategic choices made in market related
practices. They relate to coordinating different activities to implement the operational processes of
the exchanges. The performance relates to reaching a higher level of standardization of processes
and polices through which analytical optimization on the exchange goals is enabled. Such goals are
communicated internally in the exchange and externally to the participants and other stakeholders.
(a) The “Communication” practice relates to the operationalization of choices on how to interact
with stakeholders, especially participants (existing and potential). All DFFs and FTEs find it important
to make a personal contact with stakeholders, especially with the participants, and organize customer
events. This can also be observed in interviews. Other channels of interaction with participants
(current and potential) as well as stakeholders (e.g., general public) are mentioned in Table 5.
The performance of this practice can be measured by the number of channels used for communicating
for all services and all languages over the last period.
Table 5. Communication channels of exchanges with stakeholders (as on 11.05.2020).
Exchange

Digital Mix 1,2,3

Chatbot

Events 3

Languages 4

Freightos
Flexport
Forto
Cargo.one
Sennder
Cargonexx
InstaFreight

YouTube (up to 1000)
YouTube (up to 1000)
YouTube (up to 500)
YouTube (up to 50)
YouTube (up to 50)
YouTube (up to 50)
YouTube (up to 50)

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Up to 3
Up to 3
Up to 3
Up to 3
Up to 5
over 5
Up to 3

Yes

Source: Data from websites of included exchanges. Notes: 1 : Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube) and
Newsletter, Blogs, Webinars, Business news, 2 : Range of viewers, 3 : Customer events 4 : Languages supported.

All exchanges facilitate their participants in selecting preferences on how they want to be
communicated with (language, geographical specifications, timings, topics etc.). In social media,
Facebook and twitter are common but Chatbot does not appear to be as common as it is generally
found on digital platforms. Youtube is more popular in multimodal exchanges, and webinars on blogs
appear to be common for all exchanges. Finally, multimodal exchanges and aviation FTE stand out in
organizing events like workshops, conferences etc. for customers but also offer market updates as
value addition for customers. In terms of languages of websites, the multimodal exchanges appear to
often use English and those on the road offer further languages of the market they cover.
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In terms of maturity assessment, the process and policies for communication appear to be defined
and somewhat standardized over exchanges. Optimizing such activities towards customer efficiency
becomes visible, e.g., in webinars and news on the exchanges’ websites, but not on the other channels.
Therefore, this practice is assessed at Level 2 for all the exchanges.
(b) “Registration” serves as the entry point, first by allowing the interested participant to register
the interest in joining the exchange, and secondly, the exchange checking credentials before allowing to
join the exchange. Faster matching is enabled when only serious participants are allowed to register
and participate on both sides. The practice can be measured in terms of relative improvement in
average time required to certify a participant for registration on the exchange since the last period.
Multimodal FTE Freightos offer a simple first step including use of social media for a login that
facilitates basic data collection on the participant. The basis for the second step is clearly mentioned on
its “Master service agreement” regarding registration, subscription, etc. Multimodal DFFs have similar
practices, with their details being mentioned in the “terms and conditions”. The time required for
registration was neither found for multimodal online exchanges. Aviation FTE Cargo.One uses a CRM
software services (Salesforce) for registration and is currently perceived as basic, asking for the e-mail
address for starting (3 min for registration, 100% free). Road DFFs specifically ask for conformation
during creating a login, that the interested participants is a “business customer” as defined in terms and
conditions. Time required for confirmation was not available here either. Finally, exchanges that have
integrated the services of other exchanges with their own services (e.g., Freightos, Forto, and Sennder),
appear to offer access to the participants of both exchanges without the need for a new registration.
This suggests operational efficiency on the exchange.
We evaluate the maturity of all exchanges at Level 2 as standards and policies exist for registration.
The practice can be better monitored and controlled if goals are set for the time required for a
safe registration.
(c) The “operationalizing auctions” practice relates to clearly defining and implementing standards
for matching set in the practice “design of algorithms”. Transparency relates to informing on the
status of process execution (e.g., time and possible complaints). The performance of this practice can
be evaluated by the average time required for an automated transaction (from start to finish).
Multimodal FTEs and DFFs appear to implement machine learning in implementing the matching
algorithms in such a way that changes in participant’s preferences do not affect the algorithms.
This implies that matching is increasingly based on flexibility and continuous learning. Further,
the demand side often receives instant multimodal offers, e.g. by mail. The predicted prices for
these offers (based on particular days for a certain period) are displayed. An offer is locked for the
demand side when it accepts a particular transport service offer from the supply side. As mentioned
earlier, Freightos creates a global container index out of these auctions, which is communicated in
48 h on the Freightos Baltic index and can be used for contract negotiations and derivates in the
market. This illustrates that goals are possibly set regarding closure time for transactions and price
communication. A differentiated approach of assessment must be taken for organizing rail transport
(e.g., Forto) that still requires operational issues to be handled and hence possibly requires a longer
transaction closure time. Aviation FTE Cargo.one aims to make instant offers based on the preference
of the demand side participant. Road DFFs (Sennder, InstaFreight) differ in that the carriers remain
anonymous in the matching process and the algorithm automatically allocates these to the shippers.
This implies that no manual intervention in the matching process takes place, which seems to be
acceptable to the participants. Cargonexx allows the shippers to choose their offers, but a market price
communication does not take place.
Concluding, the multimodal FTE is evaluated at Level 3 and all other exchanges at Level 2.
(d) The “Clearing and settlements” practice relates to the finalization of a transaction
(post matching) for which the promised service was provided and payment to the supplier(s) and
exchange must be completed. The practice can be measured by the reduction in average number of
delays and failures to pay or deliver an obligation since the last period; however, data in this regard
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was not found. The assessment is done on the basis of level of standardization and automation of the
practice, and further whether optimization for customer efficiency is achieved through specific activities.
Multimodal FTE Freightos offers multiples options for payment, acting as a collecting agent
for the supply and demand side. Further, a payment directly to the supply side without Freightos
being involved is also possible. It offers a detailed guide for participants on requirements that
participants should specify for matching, e.g., regarding transportation services and payment conditions.
Multimodal DFF Flexport has outsourced the clearing and settlement activities to a third party, (Plaid)
which is responsible for collecting payments, processing payments, and tracking the creditworthiness
for participants. Such information is not available for Forto. Aviation FTE Cargo.one is highly
standardized due to the use of IATA’s (international air transport association) CASS (Cargo Account
settlement system), which is used by the majority of carriers worldwide. This includes the payment,
creditworthiness checks, annual fees for joining the exchange. Road DFFs follow bank transfers or
direct payment. Further, they have third party organizations that regularly check the creditworthiness
of the participants. The number of days in which a credit note will be paid or the shipper has to pay is
usually mentioned.
Based on this information, the maturity level of all exchanges is assessed at Level 2.
(e) The “Data analytics and information sharing” practice relates to the need for optimizing key
processes and supporting customers in optimizing their processes too. Such transparent communication,
e.g., of the results of transactions to the participants and markets in a consistent, standardized,
and automated fashion (using different channels), increases participants’ trust in the exchange.
The performance can be measured by the average progress of implementation of data analytics requests.
Since this information is not publicly available, the process maturity perceived in implementation is
used as an assessment criteria.
The value proposition for multimodal online exchanges comes from regularly making data
standardized and visible to their participants and markets. This data refers to e.g., every possible supply
chain and possible bottlenecks. As a result, dashboards are provided to participants for continuous
tracking of shipments. The aviation FTE offers insights to customers for revenue management.
Road DFFs are focused on data analytics for visibility in transport operations. Thus, handling large data
and analyzing them (e.g., with big data analytics) seems to be made possible. The exchanges appear to
have a standardized process in this regard which can be continuously optimized for customer efficiency.
Thus, the maturity level of all exchanges is assessed at Level 3.
(f) The “Training and education” practice relates to exchanges operationalizing their strategic
decisions on organizational development (including investment in training and education) to align their
responsiveness towards markets. This includes, e.g., training employees to cope with the complexities
of matching. The practice can be measured by the average number of days spent in education for key
employees since the last period based on planned initiatives. The collected information is presented in
Table 6.
The multimodal FTE Freightos appears to have set goals on employee trainings for understanding
customer requirements. Further goals relate to knowledge sharing towards potential participants and
existing participants (e.g., market updates, webinars, papers and community interaction on Facebook).
The multimodal DFFs Flexport and Forto have similar practices as Freightos. In case of the aviation
FTE (cargo.one) neither information was found. Road DFFs also focus and budget their training;
e.g., Sennder informs on the number of days set for training. Knowledge sharing does not appear to be
the focus. The analyses of community interactions (usually with participants) on Facebook shows for
the multimodal FTE and DFFs a higher level of participation than for the aviation FTE and road DFFs.
Consequently, participants of the exchange act as a free resource of the exchange.
Thus, the maturity of multimodal FTE and multimodal DFFs are evaluated at Level 3, the aviation
FTE at Level 1, and of the road DFFs at Level 2.
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Table 6. Training and Education practice on exchanges (as on 11.05.2020).
Exchange

Training and Education 1

For customers and Market 2

User Community 3

Freightos

500 USD and
ongoing training

Freight education and
logistics Tech & Data 4

Over 2500 users

Flexport

1 week 5

Whitepapers, tariff insider

Over 2500 users

Forto

600 Euros

Whitepapers

Over 2500 users

Cargo.one

n.a.

n.a.

Up to 50 users

n.a.

Up to 500 users

n.a.

Up to 500 users

n.a.

Up to 500 users

sennder
Cargonexx

2 weeks

5

Individual training

InstaFreight

Start training

5
1:

Source: Data websites of included exchanges. Notes: Average number of days or finances for education/ employee
per year, 2 : Other than market updates, webinars, and blog), 3 : (on Facebook), 4 : for demand and supply side,
including price index as well as software developers, 5 : Exchange’s own academy.

4.2.3. Technical Practices
(a) The “Service Organization” practice relates to ensuring support to participants (new and
existing) in their use of products and services they subscribe to on the exchanges. Support needs
can, e.g., relate to adapting the participant’s business model. The performance of this practice can be
measured by the percentage of issues closed over total issues since the last period. Since no data was
publicly found, the process of implementing the service organization was used as an assessment criteria.
Multimodal FTE (Freightos), based on a standardized master service agreement, offers credits
depending on the uptime services that were promised and could not be managed. This implies
there is a continuous effort to optimize services that are automated. Multimodal DFFs show varying
levels of performance. They are more oriented towards continuous support in transport services;
e.g., Flexport offers their participants a cross functional team of logistics experts (called SQUAD) for
handling issues arising during their transport operations finalized on the exchange. As a result, 84% of
Flexport participants consider these teams as their extended logistics team [68]. Forto mentions being
a technology service offering full service model in logistics services. The aviation FTE mentions that
they offer services around the clock in different languages. Further, their customer support team works
closely with the sales team to solve customer issues. Road DFFs offer a detailed FAQ, and dedicate a
person to the participant for eventual issues. InstaFreight allows opening a ticket at the first instance
and facilitates checking the ticket status at any time (thus the services are standardized and automated).
Hence, different types of services appear to be aligned to the participants requirements.
The adaptation of the exchanges to new participants will be a continuous process, but higher
automation in services to improve the exchanges’ capability to solve communication issues is crucial.
Thus, the maturity level of all exchanges is at least beyond ad hoc actions, hence Level 2.
(b) The “Process automation” practice relates to the process of automating to ensure data
consistency, data availability and data transfers with participants and partner ICT systems to improve
the use of product and services, e.g., through technical innovation. The integration of a participant’s
system strengthens the participant’s loyalty towards the exchange. The performance can be measured
by percentage of integration of exchange and participant and partner systems since the last period.
In absence of public data the process for managing process automation was considered the proxy
maturity assessment criteria.
All exchanges appear to have their data centers and organize for secure data transmission.
Access to data on subscription appears to ensure that only relevant data is made available to the
participants on the exchange. Regarding the extent of automation, multimodal FTE Freightos mentions
having imported thousands of Excel sheets in initial years regarding thousands of freight forwarders,
into their large database to automate the matching process. Multimodal DFFs, e.g., Flexport, mentions
that about 90% of their participants agree being able to make better supply chain decisions due to
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automated processes and data on participant made available on the exchanges. Forto mentions that
their focus on increasing automation and integration level with their partners is key to improving the
transparency and service reliability. Process automation for the aviation FTE is possibly facilitated
by standardized processes through IATA in the aviation industry. For these exchanges, due to their
global focus, integration of systems (e.g., through APIs) is an ongoing process. Such information was
not found on the road DFFs. Presumably, this is currently not their focus. Nevertheless, the 24X7
availability of information and transparency of information anytime is an indication that they are
working on process automation.
Therefore, the maturity of multimodal FTE and DFFs are assessed at Level 3, that of aviation at
Level 2 and road DFFs at Level 2.
5. Conclusions
This paper is structured by two research questions. It explores the state of online exchanges
in the EU freight transportation industry (other than rail) for the matching of supply and demand
in single transport mode and multimodal services (RQ1). The analysis aimed to identify emerging
trends and significant characteristics (related to, e.g., the market niche, product differentiation) of
successful exchange business models. Next, it focuses on key learnings regarding maturity of matching
practices that enable the online exchanges to organize single as well as multimodal services in the
freight transportation industry (RQ2). Such learnings can be valuable for future multimodal online
exchanges organizing rail and road transportation in the EU. This section formulates the conclusions
on the analysis and related points of discussion.
The first conclusion is that the earlier specified conceptual framework OEMF [10] appears very
supportive in evaluating and comparing online exchanges in the freight transportation industry.
The consequent use of the elaborated KPIs support the data collection and the evidence based in-depth
assessment of various practices of online exchanges in freight transport. Clearly, a key challenge for
the in-depth analysis is the limited availability of publicly accessible data. In absence of such data,
sometimes proxy indicators for assessment of the maturity levels of the OEMF’s criteria had to be used.
We interviewed experts with broad and inner circle knowledge on this subject for face validity of the
desk analyses.
The main conclusion on RQ1 is that strong competition in unrestricted online exchanges in
the freight industry exits. Such exchanges are catering transport at EU and global level in single
transport modes (air, road) as well as multimodal (ocean, air, and road). These exchanges are third
party, profit-based startups that are establishing themselves in specific (though a variety of) market
niches in a currently very fragmented freight transport market. The exchanges do so by using ICT
applications for (i) collecting and digitizing rich volumes of data to organize a fast matching between
the supply and demand side, (ii) providing visibility of transport services for participants, and (iii)
even organizing tailor-made services by integrating a participant’s system with the exchange’s one.
The key learnings addressed in RQ2 focuses on maturity of unrestricted exchanges. In relation to
this, a steady development in the direction of more mature exchanges can be observed. This becomes
visible in terms of, e.g., facilitating competition through dynamic price discovery and communication of
price signals as reference to the freight market, and fast and algorithm-based allocation of service offers
to the demand side (based on anonymity on both sides during matching). Regarding the practices in
the market related KPA, the analysis shows that in order to grow, exchanges define a clear market focus
with the goal to ultimately being able to deliver the promised benefits to the participants on both sides.
In this context, it appears that currently the economic and social benefits from matching (often related
to reducing operational inefficiencies that participants seek) seem to override the environmental
benefits; e.g., reducing CO2 emissions is not yet a manifest market demand. This reduction appears
to be more of a network effect e.g., through the optimal use of empty transport capacity. In this
respect, the complex cross border and fragmented freight transport business provides a context that
is difficult to deal with. Complexity in the case of cross-border freight transport is notably due to
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possible differences in technical requirements as well as regulatory differences regarding, e.g., labor,
environment, infrastructure use, or liability arrangements.
Exchanges show maturity by defining, e.g., standardized products and services across various
transport modes that enable capturing, visualizing, and utilizing data for continually optimizing
the participant’s operational processes in multimodal transport chains (e.g., from sales process to
completion of actual transport service). The ability to successfully offer services that are based on real
time dynamic price discovery for competing demands, reflects the responsiveness of exchanges to
continuously make the necessary underlying strategic choices regarding the use of state-of-the-art
ICT, the design of effective matching algorithms and the organization of support services. This is
essential for understanding and catering to the dynamically changing participant needs. Where these
needs regard cross-border freight transportation, exchanges guide participants in prioritizing issues
for operationally solving related complexities. To enrich such support, multimodal online exchanges
therefore seek innovation by integrating participants’ systems to the exchange system, by moving
to adjacent markets (create interfaces with other exchanges to enhance the network effects), and by
constantly influencing (e.g., cross-border) markets, e.g., by communicating price signals transparently.
The summarized learning is that, by nurturing and actively developing such flexible, responsive,
and active capability, these exchanges retain their competitive edge in the freight transportation market.
Next, the learnings regarding the operational KPA are discussed. All studied exchanges appeared
to be capable of standardizing, monitoring, and controlling their operational processes and related
policies. This is the result of a constant strong focus on process automation to optimize exchange
operations (e.g., faster checking of credentials of participants, hassle free payments and debt collection).
This, in turn, leads to the conclusion that training and learning (to update with market and ICT
developments) and continually improving the matching algorithm to speed up the finalizing of
transactions, are important for maturity growth. Further, creating full trust and protecting participants
from misuse of (their) data, e.g., by matching anonymously, appears to be a crucial condition for success.
Finally, what can be learned regarding practices in the technical KPA? An important learning for
the 24X7 real time support organization is that the focus should be on building internal capacities
crucial to delivering services tailored to the requirements of participants. Crucial capabilities
relate to, e.g., knowledge on machine learning and artificial intelligence, developing algorithms,
domain knowledge, and market contacts. Moreover, successful exchanges show a relatively high
level of maturity in organizing availability, security, and reliability of data by integrating participants’
and partners’ ICT systems to that of the exchange. In providing such interfaces costs are saved for
ICT development for the participants and barriers reduced for potential participants to adopt the
exchange. Ultimately, exchanges can either organize these practices themselves or choose to (partly)
outsource them to partners by forming a relationship in such a manner that the core competence of
business remains with the exchange, which basically implies to be able to manage the risks arising
from dependencies and to further improve services for the participants. The presented analysis
inevitably generates new questions for further research. In regard to the maturity assessment, it is
challenging to investigate why the maturity levels of practices in operational and technical KPA lag
behind the maturity of practices in the market-related KPA. With regard to multimodal exchanges,
the question is still unanswered as to whether the exchanges can really integrate rail freight transport
with road transport services within the EU; what are the niches where this can be successfully realized?
Finally: does the conceptual framework of OEMF provide a sufficiently elaborated way of thinking to
support the transition in business models of online exchanges and their participants in favor of a more
sustainable freight transport system?
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